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We’re less than a month away from Ultima Lucha and that means most of the
card has already been set up. The main questions remaining are who will
get the last of the medallions and what does it mean for the people who
win them. My guess is a midcard title of some sort but it’s hard to guess
around this place. Let’s get to it.

The opening recap focuses on some of the big matches coming up at Ultima
Lucha with Mundo vs. Alberto getting more time than anything else.
Nothing really gets a ton of time though.

Pentagon Jr. bows to his master (and we see a shadow this time) and says
Ian Hodgkinson (Vampiro’s real name) won’t face him at Ultima Lucha. He
will be sacrificed though. Konnan is going to be the master isn’t he?

Cage vs. The Mack

I believe this is fallout from Cage taking Mack’s spot in the Trios Title
match a few weeks back. They trade kicks to the head to start until Cage
throws him down and plants him with a delayed vertical suplex. Mack
shrugs them off and hits an exploder suplex into the corner (think Sami,
but bigger, stronger and without as much charisma) for no cover. A discus
lariat puts Mack down again but he kicks Cage in the head and slides
between Cage’s legs into a rollup for the big upset.

Rating: C+. What the heck was that? The Mack really hasn’t shown me much
in Lucha Underground so far but this was quite the power brawl with two
big guys beating the tar out of each other for about four minutes before
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a quick rollup pin. How Cage didn’t thrive as a monster in NXT is beyond
me because he’s great in the role here.

Catrina comes up to Son of Havoc in the back and says death is coming.
Ivelisse comes after her but Catrina disappears, leaving Ivelisse on top
of Havoc. Angelico: “Don’t tell me you two are getting back together
again.”

Prince Puma vs. Mil Muertes and Johnny Mundo vs. Alberto El Patron are
set for Ultima Lucha.

Vampiro’s sitdown interview is with Pentagon Jr. and Vampiro gets right
to the point: he isn’t fighting at Ultima Lucha. Now we get to the
important stuff: who is the master? Pentagon says nothing so Vampiro
brings up the hurting people. Pentagon says Vampiro used to be a monster
like him but is now a coward, which is all Vampiro needs to make him
snap. The masked man rants a lot about how Vampiro is a coward and walks
out.

Mil Muertes vs. Son of Havoc

Muertes is in the ring to start the match, which you should NEVER do for
a monster. Mil charges into a kick to the face, followed by a back elbow
for two. They’re quickly on the floor with Muertes throwing Havoc into a
pile of chairs and slamming him onto the announcers’ table. Havoc fights
back inside and hits a quick double stomp into a standing moonsault for
two. Vampiro: “You’re going to need more than that to stamp out death.”

Back up and Havoc flips out of a chokeslam, only to have Muertes punch
him in the face to take over again. Havoc shoves him off the top but
misses the Shooting Star, leading to the Disciples of Death appearing to
wipe out Angelico. A rock to Ivelisse’s face puts her down, only to have
Havoc dive on everyone. It takes too much time though and Havoc eats a
spear and the Downward Spiral for the pin.

Rating: C. Again not bad with Muertes looking like a monster but Havoc
not getting squashed as a champion. They did a very solid job of keeping
both guys looking strong while making Muertes the better man, which is a
lot better than WWE does half the time these days. Good stuff.



Here’s Texano to say he may not have always been a good guy but he’s
always been Mexicano. Yeah he’s a cheater but he’d never turn on his
people or his race. Chavo Guerrero and Blue Demon Jr. may be saying
they’re Mexico, but Texano is through and through. Texano wants Chavo out
here right now but they get the Crew instead, which draws out Blue Demon
to chase them off with just a stare. The Crew throws Demon a chair though
and he knocks Texano silly to bust him open. Blue Demon says he’s Mexico
and doesn’t need Texano to fight his battles. They’ll fight at Ultima
Lucha.

Team Alberto vs. Team Johnny

Alberto El Patron, Sexy Star, Drago, Aerostar

Johnny Mundo, Jack Evans, Super Fly, Hernandez

This is an Atomicos match, which apparently means one fall to a finish.
Thanks for that rule change. Alberto and Johnny start things off but
Mundo immediately tags out to Evans like a good heel. The good guys take
over and stomp away on Evans in the corner with Star stomping Jack from
the top rope. It’s off to Fly who eats a quick headscissors, allowing for
the tag off to Drago.

Hernandez comes in as well but everything breaks down with the rudos
destroying Alberto on the floor. This is insanely fast paced stuff and I
can barely keep up with it. Star does a HUGE backwards dive to take out
Evans and Fly, setting up the big parade of dives. Johnny breaks up
Alberto’s dive and gets chased up the steps though, thankfully leaving us
with just six guys. Fly works over Star until it’s off to Hernandez for a
sitout Alpha Bomb for two. Mundo’s running knee to the face gets the same
and Evans breaks up a sunset flip with a knee to the back.

Things have finally settled down a bit here and I can suddenly breathe
again. Star comes in off a tag and we get some heel miscommunication,
only to have Hernandez pull Star off Fly as everything breaks down again.
Alberto and Mundo are back with El Patron slapping Jack into the
armbreaker but Mundo makes the save with the End of the World. Star goes
up but dives into a rollup (with a handful of trunks) for the pin.



Rating: B. Fun tag match here and exactly the way they should have set up
something for Ultima Lucha. The show is starting to feel huge and Alberto
vs. Mundo is probably going to be the second biggest match on the card.
Really fun main event here that felt like the lucha libre showcase
they’ve been shooting for.

The announcers preview next week when Pentagon Jr. kicks Vampiro in the
head and beats him with a chair. He vows to destroy this shell of a man
and pulls out a can of gasoline. After dousing Vampiro, he promises to
destroy him at Ultima Lucha. Pentagon pulls out a lighter and tells
Vampiro he has one week to make a decision.

Overall Rating: B+. This was the return to form that Lucha Underground
has been looking for. All of the matches delivered and it felt like a
show that made me want to see the big show later on. When this show is
on, there’s very little like it and this worked wonders all around.
Really good stuff here and a fun show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of Complete Monday Nitro Reviews Volume III at Amazon for
just $3.99 at:

http://www.amazon.com/dp/B00XOUNBEA

And check out my Amazon author page with cheap wrestling books
at:

http://www.amazon.com/Thomas-Hall/e/B00E6282W6
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